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 Abstract 

It is always preferable to release software in a 'known' state compared to software in an 

unknown state, which may contain surprises for both the developers and the users!  

Making changes to software, which is in a known state can, and often does, pose a serious 

threat to that known state. Every developer knows that even the smallest change can render 

software useless if the implications of the change were not properly understood or if the 

change was insufficiently tested during and after implementation. 

Changes to software are generally unavoidable. Eventually the need arises to amend software, 

either to correct defects or to modify functionality, and those changes may be required at short 

notice. It is under these circumstances that the investment in automated regression testing tools 

can begin to pay back big time. 

Regression testing is the name given to the process of verifying the software after such 

modifications and to keep track of error history.  

The goal of the Nx-builder regression testing is to verify a Nx-Builder architecture template 

during its development cycle. 

Contribution 

Successful integration of automated regression testing tools into the development process 

offers greater levels of confidence that changes introduced into software at short notice will 

not go without testing nor will they cause unexpected consequences when the software is later 

shipped to users 

In this thesis I presented the EMMA java code coverage tool and a software code to serve as 

an integral part of the existing regression environment. 

As the main contribution I have shown how to integrate and highly automate the different 

parts of the new regression environment, which includes writing software code, scripts and 

integrating EMMA tool. 

I used the load-sharing facility to schedule the tests on Multicomputer system leading to a 

successful overnight regression run consisting of many designs and their steps, finally 

generating the necessary reports. 

I have also improved the coverage reports to industry standards.  
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Keywords  

  IP   Intellectual property  

 IPYP IP yellow pages = IP Library 

HW 

SW 

Hardware 

Software 

HDK   

SDK  

IPK 

Hardware Development Kit –Configurable IP extraction tool 

Software Development Kit  

Interaction Development Kit 

FE Front end 

RT Regression testing  

Nx-Builder Nexperia Platform Builder 

VSW Verification software  

API Application Programming Interface -a set of routines, protocols, and tools for 

building software applications. 

CoReUse  Reuse coding rules for hardware designs 

Platform Platform deliverable that consists of IP blocks and generators that allow you to 

construct a fully functional SoC design (constrained by architectural rules) from 

building blocks + software commands. 

RTG Reuse Technology Group 

SoC System on Chip - Complex IC that integrates the major functional elements of a 

complete end product into a single chip. 

HTML 

XML 

Hypertext Markup Language    

Extensible Markup Language 

Baseline A baseline is a specification or a product that has been formally reviewed and agreed 

upon which there after serves as the basis for future development. A baseline version 

is a system that has passed a test suite. 

Configurator Is a java routine that is run when a component is added to a design, or when a user 

decides to configure a component, bus or bus interface. 

Generators Are hand written java routines which can be executed by the end-user through the 

GUI menus, these can be used for flow integration or for generation of components 

using HDK or IPYPCLI 
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 JVM Java Virtual Machine 

GUI 

CLI 

Graphical user interface  

Command line interface 

XML Schema The purpose of an XML Schema is to define the legal building blocks of an XML 

document, just like a Document Type Definition. 

 PLX Platform express based design 

Java Object-oriented programming language 

Process  An instance of an executable program 

Metadata  

 

A set of binary Java class descriptors that record details of class structure like the 

number of methods in a class, their name and basic block structure. As long as the 

original classes are not recompiled, the same metadata can be used for any number of 

coverage profiling runs 

Coverage data  A set of binary Java class descriptors that reflect a particular coverage profiling run 

(which method and basic blocks were hit for which class, etc). As long as they 

correspond to the same metadata, several such data sets can be merged together 
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Section 

1 
   The terminology 

 

 

IP core - a reusable unit of logic, cell, or chip layout design and is also the property of one 

party -- hard cores, firm   cores, or soft cores  

  

Design – A description of a design in XML describing the various IP’s and how they are 

interconnected 

 

Design Database – A set of designs. 

        

Step – an action such as Build, simulate and synthesis on a design. 

 

Combination -   {Design: one or more actions}. 

 

 Sequences – An ordered set of combinations. 

 

Suite – A collection of test sequences. 

 

Server farms -a collection of computer servers usually maintained by an enterprise to 

accomplish server needs far beyond the capability of one machine  

 

Log - recording which tests cases were run, who ran them, in what order, and whether each 

test passed or failed 

        

Out Log - contains detailed concatenated information from various tools such as build, 

simulation and synthesis and also what parts of the program / tool suite were executed and 

how many times  

 

 

Regression testing - type of software testing which seeks to uncover regression bugs. 

Regression bugs occur whenever software functionality that previously worked as desired 

stops working or no longer works in the same way that was previously planned. Typically 

regression bugs occur as an unintended consequence of program changes 
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Section 

2 
   Introduction 

 

 

The electronics in today’s consumer goods is converging to a small number of processor 

based platform architectures, which are becoming standard across the whole industry. This 

means that to continue to make money from this type of silicon the hardware now needs to be 

created as cheaply and quickly as possible.  

In the ReUse Technology Group of NXP Semiconductors an internal project known as Nx-

Builder had been researching a development environment for enabling the integration of fixed 

and configurable System IP. 

In today’s market there is an increase in the complexity of digital system-on-chips (SoC), 

which leads to an increase in resources to execute designs. 80 % of the costs are headcount 

related. * 

 

 

• Figure 1 - Design head count 

                           (* Source Global system IC service management report, IBS INC. July 05) 
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To keep up with these challenges in the market there is a need to develop, verify and produce 

SoCs with more complexity in shorter development period. 

There are changes needed in the development model to drive improvements in effectiveness to 

reduce cost and improve time to market 

Thus a generic framework is a necessity which can enable platform developers to implement 

their systems in a consistent, flexible and easy-to-use manner resulting in the reduced SoC 

development cycles for improved time-to-market and automating the verification process for 

reduced cost of Non-Quality.                                                                                                

This has already led to the creation of a “Building Block” Library called IPYP (IP Yellow 

Pages). This Library includes the basic components from which the majority of platforms are 

built. Each of these blocks has several configuration parameters that need to be tailored to a 

specific platform instance. To produce a platform instance these blocks have to be configured 

and then have to be assembled together to achieve the particular platform instance desired. 

This assembly then has to be verified to ensure correct construction and finally the platform 

passes through a series of implementation stages before reaching silicon.  

    

The building blocks include components, buses and connectors. The components are IP such 

as memories, peripherals etc. All components will have one or more bus interfaces. The buses 

are master interfaces. The connectors (basically IP’s) are slave bus interfaces and may require 

connection to other components. 

 

Nx Builder  

Nx Builder is an integration of a selected number of tools (as shown in Figure 1 below). Its 

objectives are: 

• To form a highly automated SoC design flow for hardware 

• To enable the rapid development and deployment of platform-based sub-systems and onto 

full IC’s (Figure 1 - Block B)  

• To make a significant impact on the time to market for derivative designs and the 

deployment of a standard design practice.  
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• Figure 2 - Nx Builder 

 

 

Nx Builder is currently based on Mentor Graphics Platform Express. The Nx-Builder 

development environment will ultimately support the 3 main phases in the development of 

SoCs: 

• Integration & verification of IP (IP integration) 

• Synthesis, DfT insertion and initial steps towards physical design (Chip design) 

• Architecture exploration & early software development (ESL domain) 

Nx-Builder exploits the fact that most platform designs differ by relatively small amounts 

from each other and follow a small number of standard templates e.g.: 

• Some peripheral blocks change 

• Some block parameters change 
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• Bus structure changes. 

By reusing results for unchanging portions of the design, users can save many hours of 

processing or manual intervention during iterations, greatly reducing the time-to- market for 

large and high-speed designs. 

 Nx-Builder uses this incremental methodology to allow the designer to enter details of how a 

platform design differs from a standard template and utilizes this information to interface with 

the various CTO design flows.  

The Nx-Builder tool consists of the following components. The Users can build libraries on 

top of Nx-Builder. 

• Platform Express 

• Nx-Builder library 

1. Nx-Builder API 

2. Nx-Builder flows 

Nx-Builder is based on a third-party solution called Platform Express from Mentor Graphics. 

Platform Express provides as part of its core functionality a graphical user interface as well the 

basic routines required for integrating IP as well as creating and building designs. Nx-Builder 

allows a user to compose a sub-system using an XML view of IP, which is available in a 

repository. All information required to perform user interaction and context analysis is present 

in this XML catalogue view. When a user is ready with the input side, then a build of the 

system starts the process where Nx-Builder derives from user input and context analysis the 

configuration parameter values for each IP. Next IP is configured and downloaded from the IP 

repository using these configuration parameters. The downloaded IP provides a new more 

detailed XML description of the IP and it replaces the initial ‘catalogue view’ XML. The 

detailed XML has all information required for the generation of a RTL top-level. Furthermore 

it provides all information for an automated simulation and implementation flow, which writes 

out scripts and control data for other EDA tools. 

Software architecture 

Figure 2 explains where Nx-builder API’s and Generator’s sit.  

On top of the Platform Express core sits a public Java-based API that allows extending the 

tool with new functionality. PX also provides an XML schema for encapsulation of IP through 

metadata written in XML. The Nx-Builder verification flow reuses large parts of the Platform 

Express verification flow. 

On top of the Platform Express XML schema sits the new standard SPIRIT schema. This 

means that Platform Express can read both their own proprietary XML format as well as the 

standard SPIRIT format. It is even possible to mix the two in the same file. The advantage of 
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that is that one can make use of new schema elements in the Platform Express schema before 

they become available in the standard SPIRIT schema. 

Nx-Builder is a new API with Philips-specific extensions as well as a number of generators 

that extend the PX verification flow and also provide new flows such as synthesis. An 

important part of the Nx-Builder API is a link to HDK and IP Yellow Pages IP repositories. 

On the metadata side, IP and IP generators can make use of the SPIRIT schema and the PX 

schema and on the generator side they can use both the PX as well as the Nx-Builder API. 

Platforms sit on top of the whole lot and can be delivered through platform templates as well 

as generators that implement design constraints etc 

 

 

 

• Figure 3 - Schemas 
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   Section 

3 
     Regression prototype @ start 

  

The Regression framework for Nx-Builder tool is built upon the JUnit framework and uses the 

Nx-Builder and Platform Express java API.  

JUnit is a simple, open source framework written in java to write and run repeatable tests. 

Mentor provides java API to instantiate Platform Express, load a design and execute 

generators in batch mode. 

The regression classes make use of the above-mentioned API along with the Nx-Builder API 

to provide a framework for tests.  

 

The functionality to be tested can be specified via XML and can be implemented as a java 

class. The following figure shows the architecture of the regression environment at present. 
  

 

• Figure 4 - Regression prototype 

 

 

 

  

The regression framework consists of a number of regression designs, regression framework 

classes, GUI classes, and the actual steps(s) implemented in java. 

 

 

The regression framework classes consist of following important components - 

1. Test Runner - Runs the test 
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2. Result Collector - A running test throws a lots of results, which are collected by result 

collector 

3. Test Case Interpreter – To interpret the information from the XML file(s). 

4. Report Generator – Generates the report(s) for analysis from the various results 

obtained 

5. NxJunit Test – This component helps to communicate with platform express. 

 

The deisgn.plx file is standard input xml file describing the various IP’s and how they are 

interconnected 
 

The TestCase.xml file is a file that consist information about the test case, logins and all other 

information needed for a particular test. This file is generated when a user configures some 

test cases for his own regression run. These configurations can only be created with the GUI 

and can be made to run with GUI or CLI. 

 

The output of a regression run is login (HTML O/P) file, which gives the various pass / fails 

results of the tests. As of now the logins are generated after each finished test. The login 

provides some information about the steps if they have failures. A final summary report is 

generated after all the test logins are obtained.  

 

Many log files are generated which captures all the output information from the various tools 

during the regression run. 
 

The GUI can be used to configure and store steps into suites. The suites can be run directly 

from the GUI or from the CLI.        

 

The steps are available in two flavours 

- API steps – Unit API tests for checking the structure of the PX Index.  

- Functionality steps – To test the coverage. 

 

The unit tests are used to check the correctness of every public method inside the Nx builder 

javasrc folder. This unit tests also includes some environmental tests for e.g. 

 

• Check generator test - Checks that the environment is set up correctly by accessing a 

method in the Nx-Builder class 

• Check library test - A JUnit tests the case for regression testing, checks the environment is 

set up correctly by looking for one cell in a Mentor library and one cell in a Philips library. 

• Import test - Tests the CoReUse functionality using a simple test design to check basic 

flow. 

 

 

The functionality test is used to test the coverage aspects of the Nx-Builder tool suite, for  

example: synthesis, front-end flow and simulation. 

 

The tests run in the order in which they are specified 
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    Section 

4 
     A Nx-Builder Regression run 

 

 

 

• Figure 5 - A Nx Builder Regression Run 

 

As can be seen in the above figure a user selects design(s) from a design database, he then 

selects an action(s) to test per design 

If needed a time out can also be specified per design in seconds 

 

A user can also selects more than one design in an XML file. The XML file forms a sequence 

 

There can be many sequences for a regression run forming a suite 

 

Finally a suite is made to run on Multicomputer distributes system  

 

When an action is executed on a design during the regression run, it makes use of the Nx-

Builder java code and the JUnit  
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    Section 

5 
       Regression testing 

 

 

Regression testing is a testing process that is applied after a program is modified. Once 

software has passed all its initial tests it is important to continue to test it regularly since 

environmental and other changes (modifications) can introduce new errors. Regression testing 

involves testing the modified program with some test cases in order to re-establish the 

confidence that the software will perform according to the (possibly modified) statements. The 

purpose of regression testing is to ensure that bug fixes (error / fault) and new functionality 

(module / specification) introduced in a new version of software do not adversely affect the 

correct functionality inherited from previous version(s). 

 

• Figure 6 - Regression testing 

 

 

Regression testing is a necessary but expensive maintenance activity aimed at showing that 

the tool has not been affected by changes.  Regression test selection techniques reuse tests 

from an existing initial test suite (sometimes called bucket) to test modified software. With 

emphasis on reusing the previous test cases and retesting only the parts that are modified, one 

can reduce the testing expenses. However regression testing is a significant, and largely 

unexplored topic mainly due to the following reasons  – 

1. Large systems and lots of software can take a long time to retest  

       e.g. up to 6 months of regression testing before every release. 

2. It is difficult and time consuming to create the tests. 

e.g. selecting appropriate regression tests from an old test suite and writing new test 

cases for a sufficient coverage requires lots of experience and time.           

3. It is difficult and time consuming to evaluate the tests. 

e.g. it requires a person in a loop (GUI and the simulation examples) to create and 

evaluate the results. 
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How regression testing is different from testing? 

 

Many people assume that regression testing is a simple extension of testing. However it is not 

always the case. There are a few differences between these two processes. 

 

•  Availability of a test plan – Testing begins with a specification, an implementation of 

the specification and a test plan is added during the specification, design and coding 

phases whereas regression testing starts with a modified specification, a modified 

program and an old test plan which requires updating. 

 

• Time allocation – Testing time (which is both machine time and engineer time) is 

budgeted before the development of a product whereas regression testing (mostly the 

machine time + analysis of results by engineer) is performed in limited time. 

 

• Development information – In testing, knowledge about the software development is 

readily available whereas in regression testing the testers most likely will not be the 

developers of the product and since regression testing may be done at a different time 

and place, the original developers may no longer be available. 

 

• Completion time – The completion time of regression testing should normally be less 

that that for the testing since only parts of a program are being tested. 

 

• Frequency – Testing is completed once the product is put into operation whereas 

regression testing is done occasionally. 

 

 

On the other hand, some aspects of regression testing are similar to those of testing as can be 

seen from the following: 

 

• Purpose – The purpose of testing and regression testing are quite similar. Both aim at 

(i) increasing ones confidence in the correctness of a program and (ii) locating errors 

in the program. 

 

• Testing techniques – Since test cases in a plan depend on the chosen testing technique, 

the testing technique used by both testing and regression testing should be the same if 

the regression testing involves the reuse of test cases 

 

Another reason for using the same testing techniques is that it is easier to evaluate the quality 

of two software products if they are tested by the same techniques. 
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Approach to regression testing 

 

Regression analysis and testing has to address the following fundamental problems: - 

 

1. How to identify the modules affected by the modification(s)? 

2. What strategy should be used to retest the affected modules? 

3. What are the coverage criteria for retesting the affected modules? 

4. How can old test cases be reused for selection of regression test cases? 

 

To address the above-mentioned issues, the following activities are essential for any 

regression testing strategy: - 

   

1. Identify first the changed module and select a regression test coverage criteria. 

 

2. Select test cases to test the affected modules. It may involve generating new test and 

selecting the appropriate old ones. 

  

3. Execute the selected test cases. 

 

4. Gather and evaluate test results, including the behaviour of the modified module and 

report the coverage of the regression test suite. 

 

5. Finally revise the test plan as required for the next regression analysis and testing 

session. 

 

 

Types of regression testing  
  

During software development and maintenance, many modifications may occur.  

There are two types of regression testing based on the possible modification (correction, 

updating or fine tuning) of the designs and the tool.  

 

At first let‘s classify the maintenance activities: 

 

Corrective maintenance - It is done to correct the bugs in order to keep the tool working 

properly. 

 

Progressive maintenance - It refers to adaptive and perfective maintenance.  

 

• Adaptive maintenance: It involves adopting the systems with respect to new user 

requirements and / or changes in the operational environment  

• Perfective maintenance:  Perfective maintenance involves adding functionality, tuning 

system performance, or improving system maintainability by restructuring the software 

architecture. 
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Thus based on the classifications of modifications addressed above, regression testing is 

classified into two categories: 

 

• Corrective regression testing – To test the corrective maintenance 

• Progressive regression testing – To test the progressive maintenance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            Corrective regression testing            Progressive regression testing  

 

• Specification is not changed 

• Involves minor modifications 

• Done during development and corrective 

maintenance 

• Many test cases can be reused 

• Invoked at irregular intervals 

 

 

• Specification is changed 

• Involves major modifications 

• Done during adaptive and perfective 

maintenance 

• Fewer test cases can be reused. 

• Invoked at regular intervals 
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Section 

6 
            Problem statement 

 

 

 

The Goal of the Nx-Builder regression testing is to verify Nx-Builder tool suite and its input. 

 

The tool suite and its input are verified by - 

 

Coverage. [1,2,3,21,22] 

 

• Achieving and measuring coverage 

 

Regression run should complete within 8 hours (nightly run). [4,5,6,23] 

 

• If one test fails, the next test should continue. 

• Tests must have a time out 

 

 Regression environment should run on different sites. [7,8,9] 

 

• The regression environment and the test case(s) must be decoupled. 

• The quality of regression environment should be a maintained. There must be an 

assurance that the environment is ready for use and the defects are prevented / 

corrected.  

 

Regression environment should be easy / user friendly and efficient to run.      

[10,11,12,13,19] 

 

• A user must be able to run the test(s) easily from a central installation. 

• A progress indicator must be provided. 

• A user must be able to learn the environment quickly and the user must be 

comfortable in navigating through the environment. 

• After a test is completed an overview of the test results must be generated. 

 

The regression environment should be implemented using JUnit methodology. 

[4,14,15,16,17] 

 

• JUnit should act as the interface to control and configure the regression testing. 

• JUnit must be able to run different test suites in parallel over multiple processors and 

then one final report for all the test suites completed must be generated. 

 

Reporting of results [18,19,20] 

 

• After each test run is completed a detailed easy to understand consolidated HTML 

report must be generated.  
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Section  

7 
   Challenge(s) and Proposal(s) 

 

 

Coverage  

     

 

 

• Determine functionality coverage – To determine which functions of the tool suite 

were executed and which IPs were extracted when the test ran 

 

• Determine Code coverage – To determine which lines of the java source code were 

executed 

 

 

Regression environment should be easy / user friendly and efficient to run 

 

 

• The documentation should be proper and accurate. 

• Command line driven with multiple options. 

• Automation 

 

 

Parallel running of tests / completion of regression run in a night 
 

• The regression run should be able to finish in a night. 

 

• Use a small library that implements the JUnit Parallel Test Suite class, which extends 

the base Test Suite class by running tests in parallel 

 

• Load distribution on multiple machines 

• Deadline per combination 
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• Figure 7 - Parallel JUnit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results, consolidation, report (HTML) and summarizing 
 

• There must be logins after each test run and after each flow.   

• Report the results of coverage as per IEEE standards. 
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Section 

8 
   Implementations 

 

 

1) Nightly run  

Today's business focus on manufacturing efficiency, thus it is critical to have test strategies 

that maximize throughput and make efficient use of the expensive resources (hardware and 

software) used in the production environment. One of such strategy is a distributed test 

 

A distributed test is a test that consists of several parts that are executed on separate 

workstations. The term “distributed” means not only a simultaneous run of tests on a number 

of machines, it also suggests that test parts interact with each other during a test run. 

Synchronization is one of the most crucial elements in distributed testing. Another key 

element is administration and configuration of the test. For better analysis of results, statistics 

on running of all test parts should be accumulated in a single common result, and we should 

still retain the ability to analyze individual results of the desired test portions. 

  

For administration and configuration of the test we use Load sharing facility  

 

Approach 

Parallel processes – java code was implemented by the team which creates multiple processes 

Load sharing facility (LSF) – is a system designed to manage programs that cannot be run 

interactively on a machine as they require too much CPU-time, memory or other system 

resources. For these reasons large programs have to be run in a batch  

 

 LSF is software for managing and accelerating batch workload processing for compute-and 

data-intensive applications. With Platform LSF, one can intelligently schedule and guarantee 

completion of batch workload across a distributed, virtualised IT environment regardless of 

operating system, including desktops, servers and mainframes 

 

LSF takes care of that batch management; based on the job specifications (define the status of 

the job) LSF will start execution of jobs when there are enough system resources available for 

the job to complete. Until that time, a job request will be queued. 

 

A small file containing the job specifications and the instructions to run the programme is 

needed, which can then be submitted to the LSF system with the Bsub commands, LSF takes 

care of the job from thereon 

 

LSF Commands 

 

bsub - Submit a batch job to the LSF system  

bkill- Kill a running job  
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bjobs- See the status of jobs in the LSF queue  

bpeek- Access the output and error files of a job  

bhist -History of one or more LSF jobs  

bqueues -Information about LSF batch queues 

 

Analysis.  

The regression run finishes overnight. 

 

2) Coverage 

Advanced technologies such as design reuse and physical synthesis allow designers to create 

ever-larger designs. As gate counts exceed one million, verification methodologies have failed 

to adjust, turning functional verification into the main bottleneck in the design process. Janick 

Bergeron wrote in his book "Writing testbenches' - "… the real problem is not how to create a 

12 million gate IC that runs at 600MHz, but how to verify it".  

The magnitude and complexity of recent designs introduce new challenges. Two such 

major challenges are how to reduce the time it takes to do verification to a reasonable 

size, and how to ensure complete verification. 

These two challenges are  

 

1) Effective simulation - As exhaustive tests are practically impossible, the verification 

engineer should spend his time carefully by selecting the right test cases. 

 

2) Ensuring completeness- the second challenge is to ensure completeness - how can we 

tell that verification is done? : Were all possible features tested? Were all possible 

results achieved? Were all Device Under Test (DUT) states visited? Did all the 

internal transitions take place? Did all the interesting events occur? 

 

By answering such questions we can re-set our simulation goals and dramatically expedite the 

verification process 

 

In order to exercise different aspects of the design, different inputs or tests need to be fed into 

the system. For most systems, creating these tests has become very challenging; it involves 

creating extremely sophisticated data, with parallel stimulus from various input streams, etc. 

Coverage is used as a goal and as a metric, by which the designs and their steps will be 

measured throughout the verification process thus saving significant human and machine 

resources, shortens time-to-market and eventually contributes to a mature and timely tape-out 

decision and a high-quality product. 

Not finding a bug in a week may indicate the design is clean, but it can also indicate test 

deficiencies. It is critical to distinguish between the two and this is where coverage tools start 

justifying their investment. A combined methodology of code and functional coverage will 

provide a complete overview of the verification progress and a clearer correlation between the 

functional coverage definitions and the actual design implementation. 
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Having a good coverage will improve the overall quality of the tool suite and prevents bugs to 

be discovered by the end user rather than by the development team 

 

Entry Conditions 

• New test release is base-lined and/or a set of tasks is explicitly located in a Configuration 

Management-folder as 'new-tasks-to-be-tested'  

• The build manager agrees with starting a new test cycle 

 

Test-Retest Procedure 

 

If entry conditions are satisfied, the following procedure holds: 

• The Verification and validation engineers adapt test specifications if necessary 

• Results for test cases that failed in the previous test release are analysed first 

 

Exit Criteria 

Testing of a test release may be stopped under one of these conditions: 

• All tests are executed and reported 

• A new test release satisfying the entry conditions comes in 

• Test results reveal one or more extremely serious flaws such that further testing is 

impossible or does not make sense. 

 

 

Regression Cycles 

Since test execution is highly automated, including summarizing of all test results, it is feasible 

to repeat all available test cases after each working day. (Over night) In case there are 

problems this frequency may be lowered to bi-daily or even weekly. 

 

Regression Progress Report / Logging  

Test progress will be made visible via several versions of the Test Summary Report, each 

giving an overview on the test results of each test run.  

 

The Test-Retest Strategy 

 

If a certain step fails in the automated regression test run, this step will be repeated manually 

with the Platform Express GUI and (if applicable) with the concerned flow scripts. This way it 

can be excluded that the regression tooling is causing the problem. Also the manual steps can 

provide the right details needed for a PR description. 
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The Nx Builder regression coverage is basically classified into: - 

1) Code coverage 

2) Functionality coverage 

 

 

Code coverage  

Code coverage reflects how thorough the JAVA code was exercised. A code coverage 

tool traces the code execution, usually by instrumenting or modifying the code. The set of 

features provided by code coverage tools usually includes line/block coverage, arc 

coverage for state machines, expression coverage and event coverage. 

Code coverage is a measure of how large a proportion of a program is exercised by a test suite, 

usually expressed as a percentage. Code coverage is related to defect coverage for a test suite 

thus by achieving a high degree of code coverage, in as many measures as possible, we can 

detect a large portion of the bugs that exist within a system.  

 

Code coverage analysis  

•  Finding parts of the program not exercised by a set of test cases  

• Creating additional test cases to increase the coverage 

• Determining a quantitative measure of code coverage, which is an indirect measure of 

quality  

• Identifying redundant test cases that do not increase coverage  

There are several pieces of information that can be collected while running a code 

coverage tool 

1. Number of classes executed 

2. Number of methods executed 

3. Number of statements executed 

4. Number of lines of code executed 

5. Number of branches executed 

A coverage measure is such a result divided by the corresponding total number. For 

example, if there are 100 lines in a program and only 75 are actually used when tests are 

being run, then the coverage may be said to be 75%.  

For each of the above-mentioned points the expectations differ. One can expect each of 

the classes or methods to be executed at least once, but it’s more difficult to expect the 

same for lines and statements (when exception handling). Thus it can be very costly to 

achieve 100% coverage for some measures. For these reasons, the % of covered methods 

and covered lines are widely used, and good expectations for them are respectively 80 %. 
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The counting execution times of lines increases coverage overhead, which is more of a 

profiling then coverage.  

Thus I will be working on class, block, method and line coverage on all the java code 

inside Philips directory  

When the cadenv environment needed for Nx-Builder is reconfigured the users do a 

gmake all (step only needed once per new reconfigure).  The command gmake all clean 

and complies the Java libraries (Nx Builder) creates links to CPU libraries and clean 

previously extracted and complied design. These libraries then become executable which 

are then run when a user request for a service from the tool suite. 

The classes (in a jar format) for Nx builder java code are located in various class folders 

that are located in the component library of each folder 

  The directory structure for Nx Builder tool 
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 The left structure shows the directory structure for the coverage and the right shows the 

regression tool directory structure 

 

Approach  

The goal will be to report the code coverage on the java classes when a particular test(s) 

is run.  

The java classes will be the subject under test and the test name is a regression design + 

build, simulate and synthesis. 

 

The location of java classes in the directory structure is as follows 
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Jar Path 

NxBuilder.jar ~/ccm_wa/rtgnxb04/NxB/Nx-

Builder/nxLibraries/Philips/nxBuilder/componentLibrary/class/nxBuilder.jar 

NxCtoBus.jar ~/ccm_wa/rtgnxb04/NxB/Nx-

Builder/nxLibraries/Philips/nxCtoBus/componentLibrary/class/nxCtoBus.ja 

NxEhvBuilder.jar ~/ccm_wa/rtgnxb04/NxB/Nx-

Builder/nxLibraries/Philips/nxEhvBuilder/componentLibrary/class/nxEhvBuilder.jar 

NxCtoCpu.jar ~/ccm_wa/rtgnxb04/NxB/Nx-

Builder/nxLibraries/Philips/nxCtoCpu/componentLibrary/class/nxCtoCpu.jar 

NxCtoIp.jar ~/ccm_wa/rtgnxb04/NxB/Nx-

Builder/nxLibraries/Philips/nxCtoIp/componentLibrary/class/nxCtoIp.jar 

NxCtoExtPort.jar ~/ccm_wa/rtgnxb04/NxB/Nx-

Builder/nxLibraries/Philips/nxCtoExtPort/componentLibrary/class/nxCtoExtPort.jar 

*. Class NxTestLib\tests\class\com\philips\sc\nxbuilder\philipstestlib\generator 

Regression designs can be any user specific design, by default super simple 

The first challenge was to look for a proper code coverage tool 

After a detailed survey and hands-on experience on various code coverage tool I selected 

EMMA as the code coverage tool for my implementation 

EMMA belongs to a class of pure Java (i.e. not JVMPI- or JVMDI-based) coverage tools 

based on Java bytecode instrumentation. This means you don't need special JVM switches 

for enabling coverage: rather, you run EMMA-processed. class files more or less as you 

normally would (after adding EMMA as a runtime dependency). It also means EMMA 

does not instrument the .java sources (as is done by Clover, for example). 

The tool if very fast to implement, easy to use and comes with an incredibly fast support  

Some interesting features about EMMA are - 

EMMA can instrument classes for coverage either offline (before they are loaded) or on 

the fly (using an instrumenting application classloader).   

Supported coverage types: class, method, line, and basic block. EMMA can detect when a 

single source code line is covered only partially. 

 Output report types: plain text, HTML, XML. All report types support drill-down, to a 

user-controlled detail depth. The HTML report supports source code linking. 

Output reports can highlight items with coverage levels below user-provided thresholds. 

Coverage data obtained in different instrumentation or test runs can be merged together. 

EMMA does not require access to the source code and degrades gracefully with 

decreasing amount of debug information available in the input classes. 

 EMMA can instrument individual. Class files or entire. Jars (in place, if desired). 

Efficient coverage subset filtering is possible, too. 
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EMMA is quite fast: the runtime overhead of added instrumentation is small (5-20%) and 

the bytecode instrumentation itself is very fast (mostly limited by file I/O speed). 

Memory overhead is a few hundred bytes per Java class. 

EMMA is 100% pure Java, has no external library dependencies, and works in any Java 2 

JVM (even 1.2.x). 

Since the Main class of the tool suite is in platform express a on the fly implementation 

(instrumenting and running) was not possible. Also in large-scale development there is a 

common need to collect and merge coverage data from multiple execution runs and 

multiple JVM processes. This is where separate instrument/execute/report phases are a 

necessity. 

 

Coverage results 

The output of code coverage shows the following results 

% Of classes covered - An executable class is considered to have been covered if it has been 

loaded and initialised by the JVM 

% Of Blocks covered - fundamental units of coverage are basic blocks 

 A basic block is a sequence of bytecode instructions without any jumps or jumps targets 

% Of Methods covered  - a method covered when it has been entered (its very first basic 

blocks has been covered) 

% Of lines covered  -or each line to determines whether all of the basic blocks that this line is 

responsible for have been covered. If so, the line is 100% covered. Otherwise, the coverage for 

the line is a fraction less than 100%. (Figure 9) 

 

 
• Figure 8 - Line coverage 

Red colour line – not covered                                          Green colour line – covered 
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Yellow colour line – partially covered (code has branches not exercised) 

 

Analysis  

Fine-grained analysis providing line-by-line covered details. 

The Efficiency of the regression run decreases by about 15 – 20 % while running it with 

instrumented classes 

Thus doing a code coverage Nx-Builder regression run helps in cleaning the java and also 

helps in selecting new designs to increase coverage 

Technique for increasing code coverage 

Look at some code, which is not being tested. 

Think about how to reach that code. 

If the code can be reached, write a test case to make it happen. 

If the code can never actually be reached, then it's not needed.  Remove the code. 

Repeat these steps until your coverage level is where you want it to be. 

Practice shows that coverage percentages below, say, 60-70% correspond to poorly tested 

software. You can expect undiscovered bugs in such software (to be discovered by your users, 

of course). Because of this, "good" software companies install internal processes whereby a 

team cannot release a piece of software unless it passes release gates like "line coverage must 

be 80% or higher", etc. 

Incidentally, reaching for 100.0% coverage isn't profitable either. You just get a lot less quality 

improvement for considerably more effort to reach such perfection. Coverage close to 85-90% 

is "good enough" for all practical purposes. 

 Functionality coverage  

Functionality coverage thus is a measure of how many of the tests that exercise the 

different functions of the tool  

Let T = test suite, t = test and C (t) = coverage from running the test suite once 

The set of functions is partitioned into five subsets, based on how many tests exercise 

those functions. 

For example if there are 100 test cases then the five categories can be designed as 

follows. 
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None category ought to be as small as possible, since it represents untested functionality, if its 

too large efforts need to be made to write new tests. On the other hand the all category 

indicates those functions that are exercised by all tests. This renders function based safe 

selection useless since it must select every available test. 
 

Approach 

While the tests run test logs are generated, these contains information about what functions 

/parts of the tool suite were executed and how many times. Special utility programmes are 

used to extract the information from the test logs.  Once the necessary data and meaningful 

information is collected, coverage reports can be generated 

By looking at the obtained coverage, observations can be made that explains the subject under 

test, and about the possibilities of using a regression test selection mechanism. 
 

 

First of all existing functionality must be verified very regularly. A set of designs has been 

identified as regression designs (designs), for Nx-Builder 1.2 functionality. HW- and SW-

build in Nx-Builder, simulation with vSW and synthesis (steps) are tested for these designs. 

This test run must be repeated after each working day, to prove backwards compatibility for 

each update to the Nx-Builder code. 

For each feature in section 1.3 below that is not yet covered, new test cases will be defined in 

the test specification. Defining test cases will be done in order of priority and also the planning 

for actual implementation of those features, will be taken into account. For each feature in 

section 1.3 that comes available via CM (which means backwards compatibility is already 

proven) the test case will be directly implemented.  

As soon as a combination between feature-implementation and test-implementation is 

working okay, the test case will be added to the regression test sequences. 
 

 

 

 

 Category           Tests 

 None            0 

 Low            1-9 

 Medium           10-14 

High           14-20 

All           100 
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1.3 Functionalities to be tested 

  Generic  

 Description Priority 

1 Setup of entire Nx-Builder environment: (as if 

you where a new user) 

Medium 

2 IP extraction (a list should be kept up-to-date with 

all IP’s and their configuration parameters) 

a Via HDK 

b Via IPYP 

high 

3 Design import (plx file) 

a Customer designs (Gallardo/Energizer/Swift3G) 

b Test coverage specific designs (example: dftdesign) 

c Flat versus Hierarchical 

high 

4 Drag and drop of components 

a Add IP(‘s) to existing design or create small design 

from scratch 

high 

5 Change HDK settings of IP’s (right mouse click 

on ip) 

high 

6 Changing Design settings medium 

7 Changing Project settings (the new settings 

should be properly stored in the plx file)  

medium 

8 Simulation output via Logging Module medium 

9 PX Simulate with vSW (default denali models for 

memories and psp model for arm) 

medium 

10 PX Build (CoReUse structured) Front-End 

environment 

high 

11 At least one configuration of each ip. high 

12 FE Compile and Simulate with RTL high 

13 FE Compile and Simulate with Netlist high 

14 Synthesis flow high 

15 DFT flow high 

16 ARM models simulation (som,psp,dsm) for all 

available ARM (9/11/7) 

high 

17 Switching between amdc and denali high 

18 Booting from rom/ram medium 

19 GUI (not tested via test tool, which bypasses the 

GUI) 

high 

 

Specific 1.3 features 

 description priority 

2 Clock&reset high 

3 IP packaging high 

4 Performance improvements low 

5 Improvements on error checking/logging of Nx-B 

(at faulty designs/IP's) 

low 

note: these specific 1.3 features relate to requirements as described in the FRS (DOC-058468) 
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Functionalities not to be tested 

Generic  

 description reason for not testing 

1 Formal verification (Netlist 

versus RTL) 

not yet supported by Nx-

Builder 

2 Timing verification (Static 

Timing Analysis) 

not yet supported by Nx-

Builder 

Specific 1.3 features 

 description reason for not testing 

1 Power domains not yet supported by Nx-

Builder 

2 Selecting which vSW test 

functions to run 

Importance is too low, 

therefore testing this feature 

will not fit in the planning 

anyway 

3 Selecting which cpu’s to 

simulate in multi-cpu designs 

Importance is too low, 

therefore testing this feature 

will not fit in the planning 

anyway 

 

 

 Architecture - Functionality coverage 

 

When regression tests are run the functionality coverage will check which functions of 

the tool suite are accessed. 

The approach is to design a software code, which extracts information from the out logs 

of various functionalities like build, simulate, synthesis and formality and then report 

them in an HTML format 

First a concatenated out log was implemented so that it becomes easy to extract the 

information from one out log  

 

Secondly the code was designed  

 

Log-File scanner and Extractor  

Written In PERL 

 

Perl (practical extraction and report language) runs on all platforms and is far more portable 

than other environments. Perl is a language optimised for scanning arbitrary text files, 

extracting information from those text files, and printing reports based on that information. It's 

also a good language for many system management tasks. The language is intended to be 

practical (easy to use, efficient, complete) rather than beautiful (tiny, elegant, minimal). 

 

The script is designed to scan the OUT_LOG_design_name files in the subfolder  
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The necessary information is extracted and the results are generated. 

 

The main work of the code is to  

 

a) Read parameters 

b) Scan log files  

c) Print simplified results in a text file. 

 

Simplified extracted information 

Is a text file which consist simple extraction form, from which the post processor generates the 

results 

 

Post Processor 

 

Written in C++ does the following  

 

1) Verify that the information is extracted properly 

2) Does computation of number of IP`s extracted 

3) Create a Data structure of the extracted information 

4) Generates the HTML results  

 

Coverage Results 

The out come of the functionality coverage run 

 

Industry standard HTML results per test combination 

 

A tabular overview of the IP’s extracted 

 

The list of functionality tested such as build, simulate, synthesis and formality 

 

A list of different memory and processor models in case different simulations done 

 
 

 

Analysis  

The script execution and result generations are very fast thus saving time and resources. 

The results gives a list of IPs extracted and the functionalities executed per designs 

Functionality coverage reports makes it easy to figure out what has and what has not been 

tested. 
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After implementation the improved regression environment is as follows  

 
• Figure 9 - Improved regression environment      

             

                                    

                                              

A daily test script is used to prepare and execute the regression run. The script has user-

friendly options such as M, P, C, E and (*) The option M sets the number of multiple 

processes (between 2 and 6) The option P calls a function, which sets the environment and 

compiles the Nx Builder and the test tool java source code 

The options C used for coverage calls three functions, which instruments, extract, reports and 

clean the environment  
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The option E along with (*) is used to select and execute the combinations 

The automated steps can be summarised as  

1) Step P 

Preparation and compilation of java 

The Java source code for both NX Builder and the test tool is complied by a java 

complier into classes  

 
• Figure 10 - Java compilations 

2) Step C (Coverage) is a 5-step process 

a)  Instrumenting 

  EMMA with java environment is used to instrument the classes and to generate 

metadata 

 
• Figure 11 - offline instrumentation 
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b)  Run time coverage data -The regression runs on instrumented classes with 

Emma. Jar in the instrumented class path, generating the run time coverage data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c) Code coverage reporting 

 

  
• Figure 12 - code coverage results generation 
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d)  Functional coverage run 

 A Perl code is use to scan and extract the information from the generated out logs, 

generating simplified text information 

 
• Figure 13 – Functional coverage run  

e) Functional coverage reporting - A C++ code with the help of a report template 

and a CGI library coverts the text information into HTML results 

 
• Figure 14 - Functional coverage results generation 
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3) Step E    - Load distribution  

 

 
• Figure 15 - Load distribution 

 

 

• Nx test controller is used to control the overall execution. 

• Nxtestutils reads the combinations specified in an XML file. 

• Process manager creates the number of parallel processes as per user-defined input. 

• Nxexecutable test creates a command out of the combinations and the specified time 

out. 

• Nxtestdata prefixes the bsub to the command. 
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Section 

9 
 Conclusion and future work 

 

 

In this section we conclude this thesis by summarising the contribution and finally presenting 

directions for future work 

Contribution s 

As the main contribution in this thesis I have improved the regression environment by 

integrating, automating the different parts of the regression environment and made use of 

Load sharing facility to finish a regression run in a specific time schedule  

I present a user-friendly script to start the regression run quickly  

I presented EMMA java code coverage tool and a software code to serve as an integral part of 

the existing regression environment. I have also improved the coverage reports to industry 

standards.  

Sr no. Problem statement  Regression prototype@start Improved regression 

environment 

1  Coverage  No Yes 

2 Load distribution No Yes 

3  Running on different sites Yes Yes 

5 User friendly - Automated No  Yes 

6 Junit methodology Yes Yes 

8 Industry standard reporting No Yes 

 

 

• Relevant literature was found for the items mentioned in the problem statement. 

• Concepts from the literature were applied to formulate the solutions. 

• The code coverage results were analysed and actions were taken to clean the java. 

• Nx-Builder versions are now enabled with the new regression environment. 
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Future work  

• Though a GUI exists for the regression environment, it’s unproductive. To allow a 

cleaner and a polish regression environment with a GUI option will make the 

regression environment more productive. 

• A strategy- trimming the test suite with respect to the affected modules 

• To have a matrix for an automatic selection of design(s) and the steps for a regression 

run 

• To have proper documentation of the java highlighting which functionality is used and 

when  
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